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Don’t wait to take advantage

You’re looking to create solutions 
to wide-ranging business problems: 
like getting ahead of the competition, 
eliminating bottlenecks, and freeing 
up your workers’ skills and productivity. 
But if you’re struggling to expand 
production, laying out the cash to 
invest in flexible automation solutions 
can limit your business’ growth in the 
long run. 

No one should be boxed out from 
growing a better business. 
Universal Robots now offers 
low-risk 0% financing options. 
Whether you’re starting your 
automation journey, expanding the 
scope of a project or testing

collaborative robots for the first 
time, UR helps you reap the benefits 
of automation with no cash outlay. 
The payback begins immediately -  
with cobot-powered automation 
systems that pay for themselves in 
productivity every day.

Forget budget constraints.
No matter how well we plan it is 
impossible to anticipate all the 
uncertainties that arise in today’s 
world of manufacturing. That’s why
UR teams all over North America 
are designing and installing cobot-
powered automation systems with 
the flexibility you need to stay 
competitive in fast changing markets.

Universal Robots designed collaborative robots with manufacturers in mind. 
Building off large industrial robots from the past, UR cobots can deploy quickly, 
build and run programs with unmatched ease of use, and fit into existing 
workspaces supported by advanced safety features.

Everything from UR’s hardware and software to pre-integrated tools and kits - 
and 0% financing options - are meant to make robotic automation easier for 
manufacturers.

Invest in productivity 
that pays for itself

https://www.universal-robots.com/storyblok_preview/en-us/landing-pages/2023q3/0-financing/?_storyblok_published=324612992


Discover your bottom line 

When it comes to the cost of
automating versus choosing to
maintain status quo, opting not
to make a change may seem like
a way to preserve working capital.

But in the long run, choosing
inaction could easily add up to
more than the price of
automating.

Universal Robots offers a 
no-cost, offline Justification 
Calculator which you can
fill out using your actual
performance data.

Capture the decreased costs 
and increased margins of your 

business operations; from labor 
savings and capacity gains to 
less obvious but equally important 
benefits such as reduced insurance 
costs, reduced turnover, and 
customer retention.

Remove the last barrier to 
automation by scanning the 
QR code below and downloading 
UR’s Justification Calculator. 

The goal: assess your cost 
savings and productivity 
increases when you implement 
collaborative automation. 

*The Justification Calculator does not reflect 
0% financing or calculations surrounding
monthly payments or financing terms. 

Download your 
Justification Calculator 



UR3e UR5e UR16e UR10e UR20

Reach 500 mm 850 mm 900 mm 1300 mm 1750 mm

Payload 3 kg 5 kg 16 kg 12.5 kg 20 kg

Footprint    128 mm 149 mm 190 mm 190 mm 245 mm

Weight 11.2 kg 20.6 kg 33.1 kg 33.5 kg 64 kg

Cobot automation starts today
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